Concept analysis of dignity-centered care for people with chronic progressive disease.
This concept analysis describes attributes, antecedents, and consequences of dignity-centered care for people with chronic progressive disease. Rodgers' method of concept analysis was used to clarify the concept's defining attributes. Databases searched were PubMed, MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL, and Ichushi-Web by NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society, in English and Japanese, from 1976 to 2017. The combination of MESH and keywords used were (dignity), and (care), and (chronic disease) or (chronic illness). Three antecedents were identified: loss of physical function and reduced psychological capacity, independence and role; living with uncertainty of illness; and multi-faceted distress. There were four attributes identified: bolstering self-esteem, reducing multi-faceted distress, continued relationship, and protecting individual's rights. Four consequences were identified: improved self-esteem, relief from multi-faceted distress, deepening the purpose and meaning of life, and maintaining and/or improving the quality of life. Dignity-centered care is defined as: care that results in improvement of self-esteem, deepens purpose and meaning of life, maintains and improves quality of life and provides relief from multi-faceted distress. This happens through protecting the individual's rights, bolstering self-esteem and reducing multi-faceted distress through continued relationships with family, friends, and providers. There is a need for continued involvement with those individuals who have lost physical function, psychological capacity, autonomy, and role. They live with uncertainty of illness and exhibit multi-faceted distress. This concept is a fulcrum for patient and nurse reciprocity enabling both to realize greater integrity and respect, and is useful for nursing practice and research.